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Video Series 1, Part 9; Is Now Up on YouTube.
Why a Black Hole is not in the Center of a Quasar or
Galaxy.
A Galactic Superwave Cannot Cause a Star to Nova
or Cause a Polar Reversal or Ice Age.
https://youtu.be/RE_A6De21Vg [1 Hr. 8min.]
This video is important because it explains that an
imaginary galactic superwave cannot causes stars to
nova, cause geomagnetic field reversals of planets and
cause ice ages.

Dear Mike Jessop

We are most likely within 26 years of the next polar reversal and
resulting ice age. The galactic superwave theory was first theorized by a
Paul LaViolette of the Starburst Foundation in 1986. His work was based
on the work of Dr. E. Parker in 1966. That was about 5 years after the

first discovery of Quasars, but they did not see very good images of
them, so they did not know stars were pouring out of them until Hubble
was operational.
The 1966 E. Parker paper had 113 conditional statements like” if,
could, assume, may, might, possible, provided, suppose and the ever
popular consider. His 1967 paper had 68 conditional statements. Mr.
LaViolette’s 1986 paper had 150 conditional statements. All three of their
papers are not science. It is a weak theory with no hard facts to prove
their theories. It is really wishful thinking, and others after they have built
their individual theories based on these works as if they are facts, but
none of this is.
I have four problems with the theory of galactic superwaves coming
and causing the novas and ice ages. The first is the timing presented for
this event. What is being presented is that this may happen in 150 to 200
years from now, and it has something to do with our solar system
crossing the galactic plane. Astronomers have estimated that our solar
system crossed the galactic plane 3 million years ago and will not do it
again for another 30 million years so that part of the theory is wrong.
The second was expressed by LaViolette himself: “In the absence of
a supply of such material [cosmic rays, particles] to vaporize and propel
into the Solar System, Galactic superwaves become relatively
harmless.” The proponents of this theory either never read LaViolette’s
paper or did not care.
The third is: if a galactic superwave is travelling towards us, then we
should see stars 150 to 400 light years from us, and towards the center
of the galaxy, which have novaed. The problem is there are none. The
closet nova was 2,910 light years away (Nova Lupi 2018). If you have
studied tables of stars that have novaed in our solar system you
immediately realize this theory in pure nonsense.
The fourth overriding problem I have is the theory creates a false
sense of complacency for the population. People are made to think they
have nothing to worry about. It makes them think the reversal and nova
is going to happen sometime in the far future—which is just not true.

A particularly good argument can be made that this ridiculous
theory is a disinformation project by the Central Intelligence Agency to
fool people so government can build shelters to save who they
want—namely bureaucrats. I do not want anyone to think the US
government is the only ones who know this. I would think the Europeans
and Russians definitely know this theory is crap.

The next two Videos will explain which side of the Earth
will be facing the Sun when it nova’s, which side gets
the dust shell, and which side gets the instant ice age.
The video should be done in one week.

Best Wishes from the Diehold Foundation,
Douglas Vogt
research@dieholdfoundation.com

